The goal of this work is to discuss a general methodology for studying associations between environmental exposures and health effect by means of the spatiotemporal random field theory. This theory is the tool of choice for rigorously accounting for important spatiotemporal variations and uncertainties related to exposures and effect. Within the framework of the random field theory, the Bayesian maximum entropy model neatly synthesizes various sources of physical and epidemiological knowledge into spatiotemporal analysis. Therefore, unlike technical statistics, this approach relies on the blending of substantive physical knowledge with powerful mathematical techniques and a coherent rationale. Given the well -founded fact that certain health effects may be caused by environmental exposures, the significance of these exposures is assessed in terms of a criterion that is based on the joint stochastic representation of exposure and health -effect distributions in space / time. In view of this criterion, the strength and consistency of the exposure ± effect association are evaluated on the basis of the health -effect predictions that the combined physico -epidemiologic analysis generates in space / time. The main features of the approach are demonstrated by a simulation example and a real case study involving mortality and cold temperatures in North Carolina. The studies demonstrated the practical usefulness of the stochastic human exposure analysis in assessing the exposure ± effect association. The results reported here emphasize the links between spatiotemporal models of physical systems and population health -effect distributions, thus suggesting directions for improving the current understanding of quantitative``exposure ± health effect'' functions.
Introduction
Rigorous human exposure analysis relies on the adequate representation of the spatiotemporal distribution of exposure variables ( physical conditions, life styles, pollutants, etc. ) and the meaningful assessment of their health effects on human populations ( diseases, physiological conditions, deaths, etc. ) . Knowledge of the spatiotemporal variation can suggest possible factors of disease aetiology (or causation ) , provide useful indicators of how individuals and groups exist in mutual interaction with the environment, and offer valuable information for health risk management ( Muir, 1975; Cliff and Hagget, 1988; Christakos and Hristopulos, 1998 ) . Certain types of health effects exhibit well -defined spatiotemporal patterns, the study of which has proven that the effects are caused by environmental factors. The analysis of the spatial variation of Burkitt's lymphoma in Africa, e.g., played an important role in the development of the hypothesis that this tumor was caused by the Epstein ± Barr virus (de The, 1979 ) . Similar was the case of spina bifida (Lovett and Catrell, 1988 ) . The importance of spatiotemporal variation in population dynamics and interspecific interactions is discussed in Tilman and Kareiva (1997) .
In recent years, we find in the human exposure literature an increasing number of applications of stochastic analysis (Carrat and Valleron, 1992; Oliver et al., 1992; Christakos and Lai, 1997 ) . This is due to the fact that the spatiotemporal distributions of many human exposure variables are characterized by considerable variations and uncertainties. The variation of cancer incidence, e.g., has shown considerable heterogeneities at local or global scales (Pukkala, 1989 ) . Some studies (Muir, 1975; Mayer, 1983 ) have reported worldwide ratios of the highest over the lowest identified cancer incidence rates that vary from 176:1 (cancer of the esophagus ) to 6:1 ( cancer of the ovaries) . Epidemiological investigations are concerned with causal associations between human -health-related variables (such as mortality, disease incidence and prevalence ) and environmental variables ( exposure to agents like arsenic, sulfur dioxide, mustard gas and radioactive substances; temperature; diet; behavior; etc. ). The determination of these associations is a very important but difficult task usually accomplished by comparing the maps of health effects and environmental exposures across geographic areas or over time, using multivariate statistics techniques to establish correlations between rates and exposures, etc. (Glattre, 1989; Blot and McLaughlin, 1995; Sturgeon et al., 1995 ) . There are certain problems with these techniques, such as the difficulty in concluding that a causal relationship exists on the basis of visual comparisons and descriptive statistical measures (an extensive discussion of these problems may be found in Mayer, 1983 ) . Also, a number of cases have been reported in the literature where the multivariate statistics techniques could lead to incorrect conclusions (see discussions in Hoel and Landrigan, 1987 and in Krewski et al., 1989 ) . Unstable estimated disease rates in regions with small populations is another problem with existing mapping techniques that was identified by Clayton and Kaldor ( 1987 ) , who proposed empirical Bayes models to derive stable standardized mortality ratio estimates. To study disease variations with spatiotemporally heterogeneous distributions Christakos and Lai ( 1997 ) introduced an epidemiologic mapping approach that represents disease rates in terms of a generalized random field theory.
Most of the above studies focus mainly on the epidemiologic aspect of health -effect mapping. Also, they involve a number of rather restrictive assumptions ( linear estimators, Gaussian laws, etc. ) and are limited to specific forms of data. The present work considers a human health viewpoint that integrates the physical characteristics of the exposure with the epidemiologic features of the effect in a space /time continuum. This methodological viewpoint is based on a powerful combination of spatiotemporal random field theory with Bayesian maximum entropy analysis ( Christakos, 1992 ( Christakos, , 2000 , which accounts for various sources of knowledge ( scientific theories, soft data, uncertain observations, physical and biological laws, higher-order spatiotemporal moments, etc. ) that cannot be incorporated by existing approaches to the exposure± health effect problem (e.g., Breslow and Clayton, 1993; Briggs and Elliott, 1995 ) . Other attractive features of the Bayesian maximum entropy approach ( nonlinear estimators, nonGaussian laws, etc. ) are, also, discussed in this work. In addition, the approach emphasizes the need to continuously examine the physical content of the models we implement. While probability theory and statistics establish the mathematical properties of stochastic concepts, they do not tell us how to measure, interpret or derive them from the physical theories underlying human exposure. Meaningful interpretation of probability, e.g., cannot be obtained by means of technical statistics arguments, but rather by establishing relationships between the natural world in which we use probabilities and the mathematics which describe them (in such a context, one should also note the fundamental difference between statistical and scientific hypotheses, etc.). The association between exposure and health -effect distributions in space /time is studied by a stochastic physico -epidemiologic predictability criterion. While stochastic associations do not always imply necessary and sufficient causation conditions, the predictability criterion relates physical knowledge with epidemiologic distributions and accounts rigorously for intersubject and intrasubject variabilities.
Valuable insight into the proposed human exposure method is first obtained by a simulation study, which allows us to perform controlled tests and sensitivity analysis. Then, the proposed method is applied to a human exposure problem in the state of North Carolina which includes temperature and death -rate data. This is an interesting situation involving both spatial and temporal scales at the physical exposure and the epidemiologic levels. Death -rate predictions are generated from the joint analysis of death -rate data and temperature knowledge in space /time. Then, the strength of the stochastic association between the exposure and effect distributions is assessed on the basis of the successful death -rate predictions that the combined physico-epidemiologic analysis generates. This is an effective approach for detecting possible environmental causes in the spirit of the progressive scientific methodology discussed in Harre (1989 ) . The cases of exposure ±effect associations with and without confounding variables are examined. Our results show that techniques from spatiotemporal random field analysis can provide important new insights into human exposure phenomena, possibly leading to improved exposure ±effect assessments. Moreover, human exposure problems, viewed as stochastic spatiotemporal systems, provide models which may challenge certain assumptions of exposure analysis, and could shed light on some environmental pollution± population damage associations now coming under study.
Human exposure analysis
Spatiotemporal Structure of Environmental Exposure and Health -Effect Distributions Human exposure analysis generally involves both physical and epidemiologic variables, which means that techniques capable of integrating knowledge from both the physical and epidemiologic sciences are needed. In the following we will focus on death -rate ( or mortality ) distributions. The environmental exposures represents the spatial location coordinates and t denotes the time coordinate considered.
The exposures X i ( s,t) are environmental variables ( air pollutant concentration, temperature, humidity, etc. ) that are measured at a set of monitoring station. In many cases these measurements are considered as hard data (i.e., there is a high degree of confidence that the data obtained are not contaminated by errors) . Weather stations, e.g., offer accurate measurements of climatic variables at regular time intervals. Similarly, the EPA Aerometric Information Retrieval System ( AIRS ) provides high -quality measurements of air pollutants obtained from a network of monitoring station covering the US. As is often the case with human exposure, an exposure variable may not act in isolation but rather in synergy with other variables to produce the specified health effect. In these situations the vector X (s,t ) may include a causal chain of space /time variables leading to the effect.
The health effect D ( s,t), i.e., the death rate, is an epidemiologic variable that is defined as the frequency with which people die at a geographical region identified by the location vector s ( e.g., an administrative unit whose centroid has spatial coordinates s) and the time t. The death rate D ( s,t ) has units of number of deaths per 100,000 people per day. Each US state reports mortality information from which it is possible to extract daily death counts at the county level. A closer investigation of the death -rate observation process reveals that the measured death rates are actually daily death counts d i within each county i divided by the number of residents n i in 100,000 people units. If, e.g., there are 200,000 residents in county i, the number of residents ( in 100,000 people units) is n i =2. It was assumed that d i / n i provides a reasonable approximation of the actual death rate for county i. However, d i /n i is an uncertain quantity. Therefore, in this study a more realistic representation of the situation was obtained by assuming that the actual death rate lies in the interval
This type of uncertain measurements are referred to as soft data (Christakos, 1998; Serre and Christakos, 1999 ) and are geographically associated with the centroid of each county. If available, other forms of knowledge (probability data, empirical relationships, scientific laws, etc. ) should be taken into consideration, as well.
The Random Field Model
In addition to the spatiotemporal structure, there is usually considerable uncertainty in the distribution of the death -rate values and the levels of environmental exposures. This dual character of the exposures X (s,t) and the death rate D ( s,t) is rigorously represented in terms of the spatiotemporal random field (S /TRF ) models ( Christakos, 1992) . The S / TRF domain is a continuum, in which space represents the order of coexistence and time represents the order of successive existence. Randomness manifests itself as an ensemble of possible realizations regarding the exposure or the death -rate distribution in space /time. An exposure or a death rate S /TRF is a collection of realizations (possibilities ) of the space / time distribution of the exposure or the death rate. The probability that each one of these possible realizations occurs is expressed by the S /TRF probability law.
The application of the S /TRF model in human exposure analysis involves some modelling decisions. A common modelling decision is the spatiotemporal continuity of the exposure and health -effect variables (Haining, 1990; Carrat and Valleron, 1992; Christakos and Hristopulos, 1998 ) . While most environmental exposures can be measured continuously in space and time, many health -effect variables ( e.g., disease or death rates ) are not measurable at all spatial locations. In such cases modelling may proceed as follows (Figure 1 ): Suppose that death -rate data (hard and /or soft ) are available at regions R i (i= 1,2,. . .,m ), but no data are available at regions R i * (i= 3,5,. . .,m À 2 ). The death rate D i observed within each region R i is assigned at a geographical location s i of the region R i that is selected on the basis of statistical and health administrative criteria ( e.g., the centroid of R i ; Figure 1a ) . Using the S /TRF techniques, continuously distributed death rates D (s,t) may be generated in space and time (Figure 1b) . Furthermore, death -rate values D i * can be assigned at the centroids of the unobserved regions in terms of the average value of D (s,t) within each R i * ( Figure 1c ) There exists a variety of human exposure mapping techniques in the literature. For example, Oliver et al. ( 1992 ) used geostatistical kriging to analyze the patterns of rare diseases. A notable generalized linear mixed model technique was discussed in Breslow and Clayton ( 1993 ) who extended the disease-mapping approach of Clayton and Kaldor (1987 ) to include exposure using the penalized quasilikelihood method. In this work we use the Bayesian maximum entropy (BME ) mapping approach discussed in Christakos ( 1992 Christakos ( , 1998 Christakos ( , 2000 . Due to its sound epistemic background, mathematical rigor and considerable flexibility, BME can be a powerful technique in spatiotemporal human exposure applications. BME distinguishes three essential stages of analysis, as follows: (a ) the prior stage, which on the basis of the general knowledge available ( statistical moments, physical and biological laws, etc. ) seeks to maximize the expected information; ( b) the metaprior stage, which incorporates case -specific knowledge of various forms ( hard or actual observations, interval and soft probabilistic data, fuzzy information, etc. ) into exposure analysis; and (c ) the integration stage, which combines stages ( a) and (b ) above to provide informative probability functions and accurate predictions of the exposure distribution and the expected health effect.
Its ability to offer a complete characterization of human exposure in terms of S /TRF probability functions and to rigorously account for various sources of knowledge are important advantages of BME over existing statistical approaches to the exposure± health effect problem. Other attractive features of BME include the following: (i) it does not require any assumption regarding the shape of the underlying probability law (hence, non-Gaussian laws are automatically incorporated) ; (ii ) it leads to nonlinear estimators, in general, and can obtain well -known kriging estimators as its limiting cases; ( iii ) it can model nonhomogeneous / non-stationary data; ( iv ) it can perform functional mapping (spatiotemporal exposure averages, etc. ) as well as vector mapping ( involving several human exposure variables ) and can account for soft information at the prediction points; ( v ) it allows multipoint mapping (i.e., interdependent estimation at several space /time points simultaneously ), which most traditional mapping techniques do not offer; and ( vi ) by incorporating scientific laws into the mapping process, BME has global prediction features (i.e., extrapolation is possible beyond the range of observations ). A detailed discussion of the mathematical formulation of BME as well as various recent applications may be found in the relevant literature ( Christakos, 1992 ( Christakos, , 1998 ( Christakos, , 2000 Choi et al., 1998; Christakos and Hristopulos, 1998; Christakos and Li, 1998; Serre et al., 1998 ; and references therein ) .
Environmental exposure± health effect associations
The concept of``cause ± effect association'' is of paramount importance in scientific investigations. Even if the indetermination of modern physics may show that not every natural process has a cause ( certainly not a deterministic one ), most phenomena can indeed have causes. The investigation of exposure ± health effect associations at the human population level is a very complicated yet extremely important issue in environmental health studies, leading to several criteria for testing (i.e., supporting or rejecting ) such an association (Hill, 1965; Blot and McLaughlin, 1995 ) . An association does not always imply a causation in the necessary and sufficient sense. In fact, there exist various sorts of association, including deterministic causation in which the causes are necessary and sufficient for their effects, as well as stochastic causation which includes causes that raise the chances of their effects. Deterministic exposure± effect relationships refer to the biology of causation at the individual level and are generally very difficult to establish. Most studies of environmental epidemiology are concerned with stochastic exposure ± effect associations at the population level (e.g., Briggs and Elliott, 1995 ) . While stochastic associations do not imply necessary and sufficient causation criteria, they offer useful insight into a very complicated situation of tremendous public health significance. The rigorous assignment of a cause on the basis of a stochastic association should be a highly``theory -laden'' undertaking, rather than the product of``naive empiricism'' (Rothman and Greenland, 1998) .
Epidemiologic studies of the determinants of health effect in a population involve a variety of techniques, including visual comparisons of the patterns exhibited by the effect and environmental factors, and statistical analysis of population exposure± effect occurrence across a geographic area (Glattre, 1989; Krewski et al., 1989; Blot and McLaughlin, 1995 ) . There exist certain problems with the use of these techniques to identify relationships between health effect and exposure ( Mayer, 1983; Hoel and Landrigan, 1987; Susser, 1991 ) . A stochastic physicoepidemiologic predictability (PEP ) criterion for evaluating associations between exposure and effect space /time distributions is discussed in this work, which may provide some new insight into these associations. This comprehensive criterion offers a meaningful integration of the physical characteristics of the exposure with the epidemiologic features of the effect in a spatiotemporal domain.
A Stochastic Physico -Epidemiologic Predictability Criterion
A means for assessing quantitatively the strength of the exposure ±effect association is offered by the stochastic PEP criterion, as follows: An exposure ±effect association at the population level is quantitatively supported if the healtheffect predictions obtained from vector (multivariable ) BME analysis using both knowledge about the exposure distribution and health-effect data are superior to the health-effect predictions obtained from scalar ( singlevariable ) BME analysis using only the existing healtheffect data. The first thing to note about the PEP criterion is that it is concerned about associations between space /time distributions of exposure and effect rather than about individuals. Also, the implementation of the PEP criterion involves certain conditions such as: (1 ) The exposure distribution precedes the health-effect distribution (e.g., there may exist a history of regularity in such a precedence, or there is a biological possibility of the precedence in light of existing knowledge about effect aetiology ). (2 ) The exposure and health -effect distributions are contiguous in the spatiotemporal domain ( i.e., there is a clear link in time and place of the exposure and health effect). (3 ) The effects of confounding variables (i.e., variables that may be closely associated with both the exposure and the effect ) have been removed.
With the precedence condition (1 ) we are interested in finding out which exposures preceding a health effect may be connected with the effect. The contiguity condition (2 ) requires the existence of some spatiotemporal connection between the exposure and effect distributions. When, for example, we say that a pollutant caused a group of receptors to become ill, we imply that the pollutant and the receptors both are located in the same geographical area. Similarly, for a specific germ to cause a receptor to become ill, the germ and the illness both must be in the receptor's body. In many cases this contiguity is not a trivial aspect, for biological or organic systems are in a constant state of exchange with their surrounding environmental conditions. BME -based space /time mapping can offer valuable assistance in testing the above two conditions. The no -confounder condition (3 ) assures that the necessary adjustments for confounding variables have been made, so that their effects can be clearly distinguished from those of the exposure under investigation (as we shall see later, in many cases these adjustments can be made with the help of PEP parameters ). Several studies have shown that strong associations are highly unlikely to be due entirely to a hidden confounding variable, unless this variable is closely associated with the health effect and with the risk factor (e.g., Flanders and Khoury, 1990; Khoury and Yang, 1998 ) . Also, Rothman and Greenland (1998 ) have suggested that, given one's ignorance regarding the hidden causal components, the best possible approach to health -risk assessment is to classify people according to measured causal risk indicators and then assign the average risk observed within a class of persons within the class.
While the precedence, contiguity and no -confounder conditions above are common sense in epidemiologic investigations, none of them is an all -sufficient basis for judgment (see, e.g., Hill, 1965 ) . The novel condition introduced by PEP is that the existence and strength of an exposure± effect association is judged on the basis of the successful space / time predictions the combined physicoepidemiologic analysis leads to. Thus, a central feature of the scientific status of the PEP criterion is its testability; i.e., the predictions made by the PEP criterion are testable. Health -effect predictability distinguishes PEP from previous techniques of detecting environmental causes. The better the vector health -effect predictions (i.e., predictions of the health -effect space / time distribution made on the basis of physical exposure and epidemiologic data ) are compared to scalar health-effect predictions ( i.e., predictions made on the basis of epidemiologic data only ) , the stronger is the exposure ±effect association, thus offering a measure of the strength and consistency of the association between space /time distributions. An exposure may not be considered as a possible causal factor, in case that the vector health -effect predictions provide no improvement in the rate prediction compared to the scalar health -effect predictions. The quantitative assessment of the prediction accuracy of PEP can be made in terms of the prediction errors at a set of``control points'' (i.e., points where the actual health effects are known and can be compared with the health-effect predictions obtained from scalar and vector BME techniques ). For instance, analysis of an exposure ±mortality association is based on the successful prediction of death rate at a set of control points using the combined``exposure X ± death rate D'' data. Providing that there are no strong effects due to hidden confounding factors, an improved prediction of the death -rate space /time distribution obtained from the combination of death -rate data and knowledge about exposure as compared to the prediction obtained merely from death -rate data supports the existence of an association between the X and D distributions. Hence, a suitable PEP measure of the exposure ±death rate association may be defined as follows
, where E DX is the death -rate prediction error ( in the stochastic sense ) based on death rate D and exposure data X, and E D the death -rate prediction error based on death -rate data only. A consistently negative DX map supports a stochastic association between exposure and death -rate space /time distributions. The PEP concept underlying Equation 2 is straightforward: if the predictability of D is improved by taking into account knowledge about X, then D must be somehow associated with X. Given our current state of understanding of fundamental biological, genetic, chemical, etc. processes, we may not be always able to rigorously explain this association in scientific terms, but the association nevertheless exists and cannot be ignored. Indeed, if we can obtain a better prediction of D by using available knowledge about X, it should be irrational not to use this sort of knowledge, and by doing so we acknowledge the importance of X in predicting D. There may be various ways to quantify the X ± D association, and Equation 2 is one of them. In terms of mathematical logic such an association may be expressed by the material conditional of the form`k nowledge about X implies DX < 0'', for short X3 ( DX <0 ). The material conditional is a logical structure that is based on truth ± functional concepts ( conjunction , negation X, disjunction , etc. ) and is equivalent to the statement``it is not the case that X and not DX < 0'', for sort X [ XX ( DX < 0) ]. Material conditionality holds in every possible random field realization except in those realizations in which X data have been used and is found that X ( DX < 0 ). Hence, the probability of truth of the material conditional is expressed as Pr obfX 3 DX < 0g
Pr obfXX X DX < 0g: 3
The preceding mathematical formulation of the PEP criterion provides a useful framework of spatiotemporal analysis of exposure ±death rate associations, and its extension to more than one environmental variables Ð see Equation 1 Ð is rather straightforward. If, e.g., a possible confounder Z has been identified, we can use the PEP parameter
(in %) , where E DXZ is the stochastic death -rate prediction error based on the combination of death rate D, exposure X and confounder Z data, and E DZ is the death -rate prediction error based on death rate D and confounder Z data only. The DXZ parameter measures the improvement in D -predictability from knowledge of X when the confounding effect of Z has been removed. Then, by comparing DXZ vs. DX one can assess the importance of the confounder Z in the exposure± effect association under investigation. If, e.g., the DXZ and DX values are about the same, this means that Z has no confounding effect on the X ±D association (see, also, the numerical study below ) . The same approach may serve to evaluate competing causal theories by prediction accuracy at a set of crucial observation points.
In certain environments, the additional variables in Equation 1 may be related to other exposures, cohorts (age, sex, previous health status, etc. ), life styles, social conditions, etc., all acting in synergy to produce the specified health effect ( e.g., exposure X 1 could be the triggering factor that completes a causal chain leading to the effect, while the variables X 2 ,. . ., X M may constitute the standing conditions that allow the effect to be triggered ) . The stochastic human exposure approach above can be used effectively in such environments, as well, in which case the PEP parameter DX should involve the vector variable X of Equation 1. Then, in terms of material conditionals one can write that, X 1 (under conditions X 2 ,. . ., X M )3 ( DX < 0) . Generalizations of this form may lead to stochastic exposure± effect laws.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the scientific reasoning of the PEP criterion does not violate neither Hume's nor Mill's rules of cause and effect ( as these are discussed, e.g., in Harris, 1996 ) . Also, since the essential structure underlying PEP is predictability, it is in agreement with Popper's concept of scientific reasoning ( Popper, 1934 ). In addition to suggesting possible exposure± effect associations, the PEP criterion can be helpful in testing or confirming association hypotheses developed from other investigations (medical, biological, toxicological, etc. ) . In some cases sufficient information may be obtained on the relation between exposure and effect to set realistic exposure standards.
A simulation case study
Simulation is a very useful tool in medical and epidemiologic studies, for it allows us to perform controlled tests and The simulation study is designed so that it takes into consideration the PEP model of the previous section. The precedence, contiguity and no -confounder conditions ( 1, 2 and 3 ) are assumed valid. Regarding the PEP criterion, the following analysis is performed. An exposure distribution X (s ) having an exponential covariance ( with variance c 0 = 1 and range a s = 50 km ) was simulated in space using random field methods ( Christakos, 1992 ) . A D k realization representing the actual death -rate distribution at points s k on a 6Â10 grid ( i.e., k=1,. . .,60; see Figure 2a ) was generated on the basis of model ( 5) . Using the soft ( interval ) deathrate data (available at 30 locations, see Figure 2a ; the error bars in Figure 2b represent the death -rate interval at each one of the 30 points ) as well as hard exposure data at the grid points, the vector BME analysis provided death -rate predictions D Ã k | DX at the grid points s k . Ignoring the exposure data and using only soft death -rate data, the scalar BME provided death -rate predictions D Ã k | D at the 
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Christakos and Serre same grid points. Using the actual D k -values, the prediction errors Figure  3a . Clearly, this map supports the exposure ±death rate association ( DX is consistently negative ), and indicates that its strength varies considerably along the s 1 -axis. This result is in good agreement with the actual association represented by the u ( s) as is shown in Figure 3b . Furthermore, the relation obtained between u (s ) and the PEP parameter DX (Figure 4) demonstrates that the DX offers indeed a good measure of the strength of the association. In conclusion, the simulation study above revealed two unique features of the PEP criterion: it can incorporate soft knowledge (in addition to hard data ), and it can provide useful maps of the spatial distribution of the strength of the stochastic exposure± death rate association. To our knowledge, no other approach possesses these two important features.
A case study of spatiotemporal random field-based exposure-effect analysis
This case study deals with cold temperature and death -rate data in the state of North Carolina. The study consists of two parts. The first part illustrates the use of the PEP criterion to study the association between cold temperature and death rate, if we were to assume that there are no confounding factors. Particulate matter has been associated with public health risks by a number of authors ( Anderson et al., 1992; Dockery and Pope, 1994; USEPA, 1996 USEPA, , 1997 . These risks are associated mainly with particulate matter of aerodynamic particle sizes of 10 m or smaller (Janssen et al., 1999 ) . Hence, in the second part of the study, the incorporation of a confounder into PEP analysis is demonstrated by using particulate matter ( PM 10 ) data.
The Temperature and Death Rate Data Sets for North Carolina State
The state of North Carolina ( Figure 5 ) covers an area of approximately 150,000 km 2 , and is divided into 100 counties (county boundaries and centroids are also shown in Figure 5 ) . Ambient temperature is a physical variable that is monitored by weather stations located throughout the state. In Figure 6 we show the locations of eight weather stations for which daily mean temperatures were provided by the State Climate Office for the 1995 ± 1996 time period. This network of weather stations provides an adequate coverage of the state, based upon which we plotted the spatial map of annual mean temperatures for the 2-year period in Figure 6 . As is apparent from Figure 6 , the mean annual temperatures exhibit a marked spatial pattern, with the colder temperatures on the mountains of the northwest part of the state, gently sloping towards the Carolina coast line in the southeast. Temperature profiles are characterized by nonstationary trends and periodicities (see, e.g., Figure  7b below ).
Death rate is an epidemiologic variable that varies geographically and temporally. Daily deaths of North Carolina residents for the 1995± 1996 calendar years were extracted from the death -rate files provided by the North Carolina Center for Health Statistics. Deaths from accidental causes according to the International Classification of Diseases (Ninth Revision /ICD -9, codes > 800) as well as out -of -state deaths were excluded from the analysis. Daily death counts were recorded by county of residence for each one of the 731 days of the 1995 ± 1996 period. Daily death counts are necessary to capture the temporal structure of the temperature ±death rate association. In counties with small populations, however, this procedure leads to a large number of zero daily death counts. To overcome this problem, groups of counties with small populations were aggregated and assigned to the closest large county so that an adequate coverage of the study area was established. This procedure led to a set of 14 representative counties ( Figure  5 ) with a balanced distribution of aggregated populations ( ranging from 69,288 residents aggregated at county #12 up to 921,376 residents aggregated at county #2 ), and a small percentage of zero daily death counts (less than 0.6% of days with zero death for the 14 counties during the 731 -day period) .
Temperature ± death rate relationships are known to have a V-shape, with both cold -and hot -temperature extremes resulting in higher death rates (Saez et al., 1995; BallesterDiez et al., 1997; Choi et al., 1997; Christophersen, 1997 ) . However, the North Carolina region of the present study did not experience any substantial hot -temperature extremes for the time period considered (season 5, which corresponds, roughly, to the winter of 1996 ) . Indeed, the daily mean temperature during the season 5 of interest did not exceed 658F, which is less than the 918F threshold suggested by Honda et al. (1995 ) for death -rate increase induced by high temperature. Therefore, only low temperatures were considered as the environmental exposure that could lead to higher death rates. For illustration, in Figure 7 we plot the average death rate and temperature profiles for the 731 -day period. The mean death rate is the arithmetic average of the measured death rates at the 14 locations of Figure 5 , and the mean temperature is the arithmetic average of the recorded daily mean temperatures at the eight weather stations of Figure 6 . The comparison of Figure 7a and b clearly suggests a correlation between death rate and colder temperatures ( note the reverse vertical axis scale used in Figure 7b ) .
While most previous studies focused either on the purely temporal aspect ( time series analysis ) or on the purely spatial aspect ( regional analysis ) of the temperature ±death rate association, in this work we develop a more realistic picture by considering the combined spatiotemporal aspect of this association. In the case of North Carolina, the exposure to temperature field T (s,t) and the death rate D ( s,t ) above are both functions whose properties are coordinated in space /time, i.e., s = (s 1 ,s 2 ) represents the spatial location coordinates and t denotes the time considered. The temperature field is a physical variable that is measured in degrees Fahrenheit at the weather stations. These temperature measurements are considered as hard data ( i.e., there is a high degree of confidence that the measurements obtained were not contaminated by errors ). For the purposes of human exposure analysis, we defined the exposure to temperature field X ( s,t ) = À KÂT ( s,t ), where T is temperature (in 8F) , and K = 4.4729Â10 À 2 is a constant chosen such that the measured values of the temperature exposure X have the same mean as the measured death rates D; the negative sign ensures a positive correlation between D and X. Clearly, as the temperature T drops, the exposure X to cold temperature increases and the death rate D is expected to increase as well.
In particular, the information available concerning death rates consists of daily death counts for the 14 representative counties and their aggregated neighbors. As explained earlier, death counts provide an uncertain information about the death rate that can be expressed in terms of intervals ( soft data ) of the form [ (
, where d i is the daily death count in county i and n i is the population in 100,000 people units. Examples of interval soft data are shown in Figure 8 for the counties #2 and #12. Since county #12 has a much smaller population than county #2, the death -rate data at the former county are more uncertain than the rate data at the latter county. BME -based human exposure analysis can handle many other forms of data, as is discussed in Christakos and Kolovos (1999 ) .
Important parameters of the S /TRF human exposure model are the covariances and cross -covariances of the death rate and temperature exposure distributions in space /time. The 731 -day time period covering the calendar year 1995 ± 1996 was divided into eight seasons (Figure 7) . The space /time correlation structures of the winter seasons ( 1 and 5 ) are modelled using homogeneous /stationary covariance and cross -covariance functions, i.e., functions which depend only on the spatial lag r =js H À sj and the temporal lag =t H À t between any two points. Death -rate space /time covariances c D (calculated for the winter season 5 of interest ), temperature exposure covariances c X (calculated for the entire 731 -day period ) and exposure ± death rate cross -covariances c XD (for season 5 ) are plotted in Figure 9 . While Figure 9a represents the temporal components of the covariance and cross -covariance models, Figure 9b shows their spatial components. These covariances are physically meaningful and deserve a few additional comments. While death rate is characterized by a large nugget effect, the temperatureexposure distribution has no nugget effect. This indicates that, while death rate includes a considerable randomness component, the temperature is a much smoother random field. Also, the spatial correlation range of temperature exposure is much larger than that of death rate. The exposure± death rate cross -covariance reaches its maximum value for an exposure ±death rate time lag =2 days during the winter season, which means that there is a time delay between a cold -temperature episode and the resulting increase in death rate, indicative of a possible 
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Christakos and Serre Figure 9 . Covariance and cross-covariance models for the death rate D, the temperature exposure X, and the PM 10 concentration P for winter 1996 as functions of (a) the time lag , and (b) the spatial lag r.
causal association. This is in agreement with other epidemiological studies that suggest that time lags in winter may represent a mixture of short -term cardiopulmonary deaths in susceptible individuals, as well as deaths from cardiorespiratory infections after a certain number of days.
Applying the PEP Criterion
The objective of this case study is to investigate stochastic associations between the spatiotemporal distributions of cold temperature exposure X ( s,t) and death rate D ( s,t). The PEP criterion above is well suited for the temperature data and death -rate distributions which are characterized by pronounced spatial and temporal variations. The precedence and contiguity conditions (1 and 2 ) are clearly satisfied. There are several epidemiological reasons which support the view that mortality should be related to winter cold temperature. For instance, cold temperature is a stress to people with pre -existing heart conditions ( see, e.g., Bull and Morton, 1975 ) . The no -confounder condition (3 ) might raise some interesting issues, particularly with respect to socio -economic, pollution, etc. confounding factors. Also, the list of possible risk factors may include age, gender, pre -existing health conditions, etc. Nevertheless, on the basis of the information available, no considerable confounding was identified (no confounding variables were found to be closely associated with both the health effect and the risk factor, etc. ) . This decision seems to be supported by the fact that in the following section it is shown that the incorporation of PM 10 as a possible confounder has little effect on the quantitative assessment of the association between temperature exposure ±death rate distributions in space / time. In addition, the main goal of this study is methodological, namely, to demonstrate the significant advantages of rigorous spatiotemporal modelling in human exposure investigations, rather to exhaustively Figure 10 . BME posterior pdf of the death rate for county #7 and day 415. The vertical plain line represents the actual death rate. The dotted line represents the pdf calculated using only death-rate data. The dashed line represents the pdf obtained using both death rate and temperature exposure data.
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analyze all possible social, economical, etc. factors (which could be done in future publications ) . As a result, condition ( 3) was assumed valid at this stage of the analysis; the consideration of confounders is discussed in the following section. As regards the implementation of the PEP criterion, it requires predictions of the death -rate distribution which are based: (a ) on soft death -rate data only; and (b ) on soft death -rate and hard temperature -exposure data. Both predictions (a ) and (b ) are obtained with the help of the BME technique. In this context, the PEP criterion can offer a meaningful representation of the exposure ± effect association in spatiotemporal domains by way of graphs and maps. Death -rate predictions were first obtained using soft death -rate data which were available in the form of intervals; i.e., D ( s,t)P ( l,u) , where l is a lower rate value and u is an upper value (see, e.g., Figure 8 ). Let f D (D k ) denote the posterior probability density function (pdf ) of the death rates D k = D (s k ,t k ) predicted at space / time points ( s k ,t k ) using death -rate data at neighboring counties as well as at the same county but during different days. For illustration, in Figure 10 we plot the pdf f D (D 7 ) that was obtained for county #7 during the day t k =t 7 = 415. From the pdf of Figure 10 the most probable ( mode ) death -rate prediction D Ã 7 | D =2.78 (deaths per 100,000 people per day ) was found, as well as other desirable estimates. Next, using both the interval death -rate data and the hard temperatureexposure data, the vector BME approach provided the posterior pdf f DX ( D 7 ) for county #7 during the same day t k =t 7 = 415 ( Figure 10 ) . The f DX (D 7 ) is clearly an improvement over f D ( D 7 ) . It leads, e.g., to the death -rate mode prediction D Ã 7 | DX = 3.35 ( deaths per 100,000 people per day ) that is closer to the actual death rate D 7 = 3.77 than the D Ã 7 | D previously calculated ( as usual, the D 7 was assumed unknown during the prediction process ). According to the PEP criterion above, these results support the existence of an association between colder temperature exposure and death -rate distributions at the population level.
To proceed further with the study of the temperature exposure± death rate association, maps of death -rate predictions D Ã k | D and D Ã k | DX were produced at all state counties for all days of the 1996 winter season 5. As before, while the D Ã k | D predictions were obtained at each space /time point using only death -rate data, the D Ã k | DX predictions were calculated using death -rate data as well as temperature knowledge. On the basis of these maps, the death -rate prediction errors
The association between exposure to colder temperature and death rate was then investigated by computing the PEP parameter DX of Equation 2, where E DX and E D , respectively, are the arithmetic averages of the e k | DX and e k | D values over a spatiotemporal domain consisting of all counties and a time window of 30 days. In Figure 11 the DX values (in percent ) are plotted as a function of time ( days ) for the 1996 winter season. Note that the DX parameter is consistently negative which, according to the PEP criterion, supports a cold temperature exposure± death rate association during these seasons. In probabilistic terms, in the case of Figure 11 we can write, Prob{X3 ( DX < 0) } =1 for the space/time domain considered. Moreover, the magnitude of the DX parameter Figure 11 . Time profile of DX =(E DX À E D )/E D (in %) for the winter season 5. The E DX denotes the spatial average of death-rate prediction errors obtained using both exposure to cold temperature X and death-rate data D, and the E D is the spatial average of death-rate prediction errors using only death-rate data. may be indicative of the strength of the exposure ±death rate association over time (as is shown in Figure 11 the association is of varying magnitude during the winter season 5 ). Finally, in Figure 12 the spatial distribution of the temperature exposure± death rate association at the population level is represented in terms of the DX map. In this case, however, the E DX and E D in Equation 2 are temporal averages calculated for each one of the North Carolina counties using all the e k | DX and e k | D values obtained during a season. The spatial map of Figure 12 shows a stronger cold temperature ±death rate association in the mountainous area ( southwest of the North Carolina state ), while a weaker association occurs at the eastern part of the state (near the ocean ) and, also, in the urban area near the city of Charlotte (southcentral part of the state ). These geographical differences may be due to two factors. The first factor is the moderating influence of the ocean on the cold temperature (less fluctuations and milder cold temperature peaks ) , which probably explains the weaker effect of cold temperature along the coastline. The second . The E DX denotes the temporal average of death-rate prediction errors obtained using both exposure to cold temperature X and death rate D data, and E D is the temporal average of death-rate prediction errors using only death-rate data.
factor may be associated with living conditions. For instance, exposure to cold temperature is usually higher in mountainous, rural areas, than in urban areas near large cities (due to the impact of environmental conditions, transportation, etc. ).
Using PM 10 as a Confounding Variable The PM 10 is a possible confounding factor as it may have causal associations with death rate while being correlated with temperature data. The PM 10 dataset was obtained from the Aerometric Information Retrieval System ( AIRS ) of the USEPA. The data used in this study were collected at 47 monitoring stations located in the state of North Carolina, as is shown with circles in Figure 13 . To give an illustration of the PM 10 variability, in Figure 13 we also plot the contour lines of PM 10 concentrations (in micrograms per cubic meter ) during August 31, 1995. To assess the confounding effect of PM 10 , we define the PEP parameter DXP = (E DXP À E DP ) /E D , where E DXP is the death -rate prediction error using temperature exposure, PM 10 and Figure 14 . Time profile of DXP =(E DXP À E DP )/E D (in %) for the winter season 5 (plain line). The E DXP denotes the spatial average of death-rate prediction errors obtained using death rate, temperature exposure and PM 10 data, and E DP is the spatial average of death-rate prediction errors using death rate and PM 10 data. Also shown (in dashed line) is the time profile of the parameter DX . Figure 15 . Spatial map of DXP =(E DXP À E DP )/E D (in %) for the winter season 5. The E DXP denotes the temporal average of death-rate prediction errors obtained using death rate, temperature exposure and PM 10 data, and E DP is the temporal average of death-rate prediction errors using death rate and PM 10 data.
death -rate data, while E DP is the prediction error using only death rate and PM 10 data. As usual, the S /TRF D ( s,t), X (s,t) and P (s,t) represent death rate, coldtemperature exposure and PM 10 distributions, respectively.
The next step is to obtain models for the covariances and cross -covariances of the temperature exposure, PM 10 concentrations, and death -rate distributions. Including PM 10 into the analysis results in six covariance and cross -covariance models ( as compared to the only three models used in the previous section) . The additional models represent the covariance c P of the PM 10 distribution, the cross -covariance c PX between PM 10 and temperature exposure, and the cross -covariance c PD between PM 10 and death rate. All six covariance and cross -covariance models were assumed to be spatially isotropic and temporally stationary, i.e., they depend on the spatial lag r and the temporal lag . These models are plotted also in Figure 9 for the winter 1996 season as functions of the lags r and . In Figure 9a we plot the temporal components of the covariance and crosscovariance models, and in Figure 9b their spatial components. As should be expected, the physical variables ( temperature exposure and PM 10 distributions ) exhibit considerably larger spatial correlation ranges than the death -rate distribution. The space /time distributions of exposure to cold temperature X and the P concentrations are negatively correlated (i.e., as the temperature T drops, the exposure to cold temperature X increases and the concentration P decreases ). The figures also show that exposure to colder temperatures and higher PM 10 levels are correlated with higher death rates. Notice that the experimental cross -covariance between PM 10 and death rate was characterized by high fluctuations and, therefore, there may be some levels of uncertainty associated with the corresponding cross -covariance models shown in Figure 9 .
The PEP parameter DXP that accounts for the compositè`d eath rate, cold temperature exposure and PM 10 distributions'' is plotted in Figure 14 as a function of time. Also plotted in the same figure is the PEP parameter DX of the previous section ( which did not account for the confounding effect of PM 10 ). It is clear from these plots that accounting for PM 10 results only in a slightly different strength in the reported association between the cold temperature ±death rate distributions for the winter season 5. Furthermore, the spatial map of the PEP parameter DXP for the same season is plotted in Figure 15 ; this figure is almost identical to that obtained for DX in the previous section ( Figure 12 ). Both Figures 14 and 15 seem to support the claim that knowledge of the PM 10 distribution does not have a significant confounding effect on the association between cold -temperature exposure and deathrate distributions in space / time.
Conclusions
It is widely recognized that there exist certain problems with most techniques aiming to identifying associations between exposure and health effect (e.g., Lowrance, 1976; Hoel and Landrigan, 1987; Susser, 1991 ) . Any developments in the quantitative assessment of these associations are, thus, extremely important. The methodological goal of this work is twofold: ( a) to introduce a spatiotemporal human exposure approach that offers a meaningful integration of the physical characteristics of the exposure distribution with the epidemiologic features of the health -effect distribution; and (b ) to show how this approach can be used to study stochastic associations between exposure and health -effect space /time distributions.
In contrast to some other epidemiological investigations of causation which are based on``naive empiricism'', the present analysis is epistemically sound, it provides a rigorous and systematic account of the spatiotemporal variability characterizing the exposure and effect distributions, and it offers a meaningful integration of physical processes with epidemiological features. At the initial stage, the human exposure analysis emphasizes the importance of logical reasoning in maximizing information on the basis of general knowledge (including space /time correlation functions, scientific theories, and physical laws ). By comparison, the integration stage requires optimal prediction to include case -specific scientific knowledge ( observations, factual evidence, soft data, etc. ) . A novel criterion seeks to evaluate quantitatively any stochastic exposure ±effect associations in terms of the combined physico -epidemiologic predictability of the health -effect distribution in space /time.
The case studies demonstrated the practical usefulness of the human exposure analysis in assessing the exposure± effect association. Since exposure to cold temperature and death rate in the state of North Carolina exhibit significant variations in both space and time, the temperature ±death rate association was considered to vary in an integrated space /time domain. A modern mapping technique was used to obtain predictive maps of death rates, and the proposed physico-epidemiologic criterion evaluated the stochastic temperature exposure ±death rate association in terms of their predictive power. The improvements in predictability gained by using both temperature knowledge and epidemiologic data over the analysis based solely on epidemiologic data supported the existence of an association between cold temperature and death -rate distributions in space /time. Furthermore, the predictability criterion allowed to assess the strength of the association in space and time, and to desegregate any confounding effect from related variables. Since the present work is primarily methodological, several situations of importance have not been discussed in detail. These include, e.g., a thorough investigation of the role of cohorts (e.g., age, gender, existing health conditions ), controllable factors (e.g., diet ), etc. which will be the subject of future publications.
